In adaptive control, the objective is to provide a single controller (consisting of a feedback law and a parameter adaptation law) which can control each system belonging to a certain class of systems. The systems are not known precisely: only structural properties (e.g. minimality, minimum phase, known relative degree) are assumed to hold. The control objectives are stabilization, tracking or servomechanism action. The paper surveys those aspects of the field of adaptive control which started in the 1970s wherein no parameter estimators are used. In addition to universal adaptive controllers for finite dimensional minimum phase systems of relative degree 1, controllers for higher relative degree, non minimum phase, infinite dimensional, and nonlinear systems are also presented.
Introduction
A wrno range of control theory deals with the problem that, for a knownplant, a controller has to be designed in order that the feedback system achieves a prespecified control objective. The fundamental difference between this approach and that of ailapliae control is that the plqnt is nol known exactly, only structural information is available. The aim is therefore to design a single controller which can be applied to a variety of systems belonging to a certain class. The control law has to be designed so that the controller learns from the behaviour of the system, and based on this information, it adjusts its parameters. This area has been intensively studied over the last 40 years. See Aström (1987) for a survey article.
Up to the end of the 1970s, most adaptive control mechanisms would attempt to identify or to estimate certain parameters of the plant, and then design a feedback controller on the basis of this information.
In this survey, an overview is given on adaptive controllers which are not based on any parameter identification or estimation algorithm or injections of probing signals. The objective is not to obtain information about the plant, but simply to control the unknown plant or process.
For a conceptual framework, containing the controllers described in the present paper and, in addition, adaptive control systems formulated in terms of enor models 321 @ Oxford University Press 1991 A. ILCHMANN based on identification mechanisms, see Morse (lgg0), (1ggOa).
Most of the adaptive controllers surveyed in the present paper fit into the following general description. Suppose X is a certain class of linear finite dimensional time-invariant systems of the form it(t)=Ax (t) +Bu (t) +Esa, u(t)=Cr (t) +E2ut, r(0) e R" L1 i\ (A,B,C,Et,Ez) €R'"t xlRnxmxlRpxmxIRnxzl xRPx'', t (r'rJ rr1 ,Trr,p are usually fixed, but n is an arbitrary and unknown number, g"u1 belonging to a (known) class of reference signals Ure1, and tr belongs to a (known) .lus" oi disturbance signals 2. It is desired to desiqn a feedback law u(t) = f (k (t) . y(t). y,"1 (t .t) ( 1 2) depending on the reference signal, the system output, and a'tuning'parameter fr generated by k(t) = s(k(t),a (t) ,y,q(t)), fr(0) € R' (1.3) so that there exists a (unique) solution of the closed loop system (1.1)-( 1.3) on [0, *), the internal variables are bounded, and most importantly g(r) "ry*piotically tracks y""y (t).
Dpprrutrlou 1.1. Let f : lRrx IRp x IRP-R-, g :lR.rx lRp x lRp-Rrbe continuous in g and areJ , a.\d piecewise right continuous in #. The controller consisting of the feedback law (1.2) and the adaptation taw (I.3) is called a uniuersal adaptiue regulator solving the seruomechanism problem for the class of systems X, the class of disturbances 2 and of reference signals U,"y,if for every w e D,UreJ e lrey, and every system (1.1) belonging to E the closed system (r.1)-(1.3) satisfies (i) there exists a (unique) solution on 1R.. If the closed-loop system does not have the property of uniqueness of solutions, then (ii) and (iii) must be valid for ezer3r solution.
We also introduce adaptive controllers which do not fit into the desoiptions given in Definition 1.1, i.e. ß( ) in (1.3) not being generated by a differential equation, / and g depend on time, or X is a class of infinite-dimensional or nonlineai systems. However, an extension of the above definitions to these cases is straightforward. The model reference problem is also covered by the tracking problem since the class of reference signals can be identified with a class of reference models and its inouts.
The knowledge of the system, disturbance and reference classes is crucial for the design of simple adaptive controllers. If the system class consists of single input single output systems of the form t(l) = Ar(t) + bu (t) , y(t) = cr (t) , r(0) e R' \ , ^\ (A,b,c) € IRn xn x R'x IRl"' J '-'' and the problem of adaptive stabilization is studied then the following assumptions are known as slandard assumplions (Ai) The sign of the high frequency gain is known.
(A2) An upper bound on the order n ofthe process is known.
(A3) The relative degree of the plant is known.
(A4) The system (4,0,c) is minimumphase (see Definition 3.1).
Over the last l5 years, various authors have investigated the necessity of these conclitions, how they can be generalized for larger classes, if they can be relaxed and |ow to design simple universal adaptive controllers. A chronological list of the most important contribut,ions is as follows.
The first adaptive stabilizer, not based on identification of the system parameter and being universal for the class of single irrput single output systems satisfying only the assurnptions (A1)-(A4), was given by Feuer and Morse (1978) . This approach was irnproved in the following years; however, lhe controllers use full state observers and are thus cornplicated in nature.
'lhe first very simple controller exploring the high gain properties of minimum phase systems was introduced by Willems anrl Byrnes (1984) . 'lhey showetl that the controller k = !J2, u = -sgn(cb)kg ts a universal adaptive st,abilizer for all systems of the form (1.4) satisfying (A1), (Aa), and having relative degree 1. 'Ihe open question, see Morse (1983) , as to whether thr: knowlcdge of the sign of the high frequency gain (A1) is a necessary condition for a<laptive stabilization was answered by Nussbaum (1983) , who presented an aclaptive stabiiizer for first order single input single-output sYstems wherc the sign of cö is unknown. A very early contribution was rnade independently by N{areels (1984) who introduced a simple conüoller for the class (1.4) satisfying (Al), (A3), (A.1), ht: usetl the'internal rnodel principle't,o solve the tracking problem. It was shown by Märt,ensson (1985) , (1986) that the assumptions (41)-(44) can be weakened considerably. He proved t,he general result that the order of any stabilizer is a sufficicnl inforrnation for adaptive stabilization, Byrnes et al. (1986) showed the 'almost,'convorse. 'fhese result,s opened up a whole area of research devoted to the problenrs of non identifier bascd adaptive control. It was shown that the Willems Byrnt:s cont,roller can bc used for multivariable minimum phase systerns, being robust with respect, to certain input and output nonlinearities, and also the tracking problem was solved. Exl,t:nsions to nonlinear and to infinite dimensionai systems werer given. 'l' he corrtroller suggested by Märtensson (1985) , (1986) wa"s simplified by Miller and l)avison (19S8) and used to solve the scrvomechanism problem. 'Ihe itiea of r.rsing cliscontinuous feedback has been introduced by Ryan (1988) to :124 A. ILCHMANN solve the stabilization and tracking problem for much largcr classes of systems including certain nonlinear systems. Miller and l)avison (1gö1) presentecl a controller which solves a modified tracking problem for minimum pt.r" ,yrt"*s, exhibiting a much better transient behaviour.
The aim of the research can be divided into two groups. one aim is to give necessary and sufücient conditions for classes of systems to solve the stabilizaÄn, t'racking or setvomechanism problem. These results are existential in nature: they show fcasibility' The other aim is to desigrr simple adaptive controllers which can easily be irnplemented. Mathematically, the controll"., .un be distinguished by whether or not they depe-nd continuously on ß. If a switching gain type controller is considered then the feedback gain switches at discrete polniJor time and between thesc points,t is held constant. Therefore the resulting closed loop system is a piecr:wise time-invariant linear system coupled with a Jalar nonlinear equation. 'firis simplifies the analysis.
.1'hc paper is organized in a systematical rather than in a chronological way. In order lo rnake the rc'adcr familiar with some basic techniques used in this u."u, ,o-. proofs are given explicitly. We start in Section 2 with the most elementary class of systcms, namely first order systenrs. Even in this simple situation we gain insight rnto basic i<ieas as highgain, switching strategy, and necessary and sufficient conditions ln Scction ll, the class of multivariable linear systems which are minimum phasr: a'cl of relative degree l is studied. After presenting basic properties, we introduce various conl,rolrers and extend the system class step by step by generalizing the assutnptiott on the high frequency gain. In Section 4, the asslrlption of relative degretr I is dropped. Eventually, non-minimum phase systems are studied in Section 5' ['rincipal results on adaptive stabilization and model reference control are reporl,ecl irr section 6. In In this section, we consider the simplest system class, namely single-input, single output systems of order 1. In this case we gain insight into the idea of high gain adaptive control, the concept of switching functions, and characterizations of universal adaptive stabilizers.
Consider the class of controllable and observable scalar systems of the form i(t) : ar(t) -r bu(t), y(t) = m(t), r(0) e R \ /, 1) a,ö,c€lR and cbf\ J '-^'
If we apply the feedback law u(l) = -ky(t) to (2.1) then the closed loop system has the form t(r) =[a-kcb]r (t) ( 2 2) Clearly, if allcbl < lfrl and sign(k) = sign(cb), then (2.2) is exponentially stable. However, o, 0, c are not known and so the problem is to find adaptively an appropriate ft so that the motion of the feedback system tends to zero.
Consider first the subclass where the high frequency gain is positive (a,b,c) belongs to class (2.1) and satisfies cö > 0.
( 2 3) Now a lime-uarying feedback is build into the feedback law F urthr:rmore, as S. Townley of the University of llxeter pointed out to the author, in this sirnple sitrration it is even possible to derternrin e the terminal gain ß-:= litnl*k (l) in terms of the system data. If, for example, p = 2 in (2.5), then it follows from (2.2) that y(t)iu) = Qk(t)t"b,1i1ts and int,egr:rtion yiclds v(t)' ry! = [.' a -k(s)c6)a (.s 
Sincc liml*t(t1 = 0, ßis the positive solution of the quadratic equation
lt was an open problern as to wherther there exists a universal adaptive stabilizer for tht: class (2.1). Morse (1983) conjecture<J that there does not exist a universal adaptive stabilizer if / and g, see (1.2) ancl (1.3), are differentiable functions. This would ir'ply that thc knowledge of the high frequency gain is a necessary condilion for universal ada,ptive stabilization, see (Al). Nussbaum (lgg3) proved that the conjecturc is truc if / and g are required to be polynomials or rational functions. More irnportarrtly, Nussbaum introduced lhe following rich class of analytic controllers which are universal adaptive st,abilizers. ( 2 8) The intuition behind this controller is that the switching function lr(.) takes both positive and negative values and the sign is kept constant on longer and longer intervals. llventuallyä(') hasthe'correct'signforasufficientlylongperiodinwhich the closed loop system stabilizes out such that fr(l) converges to a finite limit and no morc switching occurs. willems and Byrnes (1984) proved that the foilowing simplification of (2.7) is a universal adaptive stabilizer for the class (2.1) as well 12 a(0)) u(/)iv(fr(t))fr(t)s (t) . k(t) = y(t)2, ß(0) € R (2 e) ADAPTIVE CONTROL. A SURVEY ?.r7 wherc ly':lR-lR is a Nussbnzm fitnclion, i.e. a piecewise right-continuous function which satisfies the so called Nzssäaum condilion N(r)z d,r = lcx, arrtl $rI lrr N(r)r rlr = -cr' (2'10)
Examples are given by ,V1 (l) -sin14, l{z(r):t cos I' and
where, for exaniple, )' i= n2 or,\n-q-1 ,-)3, )o > 1' The following stabilizer suggested by Morse (1984)
is a special case of (2.9). Theclass(2.1)hasbeenextensivelystudiedbyHelmkeandPrätzel'Wolters (1988), a shortened version can be found in Helmke and Prätzel-Wolters (1988a)' ih"y 'h.1r" tried to characterize the set of all universal adaptive stabilizers of order 1 uncler the constraint that the feedback and adaptation law u(r) = /(k(r), e(r)), [it; = k(l)' e(k (l) , v(l)), k(0) € R, r ) I (2'12) are given by analytic functions f and g.
As a necessary condition they proved the following proposition' Ing on thc initial conditions of the systenr. It is shown tirat, the transrent behaviour of (2.17) is better than that of thc willerns Ryrnt:s controlrer (2.9) or of the Morse corttroller (2'11) whose terminai behaviorrr is unprcclict,able and depen<le.t, in arr r:rrat,ic way, on t,hc initial data. Anothr]r itnprovcmcnt, of the local behaviour of the conl,rollcr (2.9), in thr: case of know. high frequen.l g1in,.is achievetr by c.b.rc.ra and F.rrruta iivso; who modify thc ird;rpt,ation law in (2.9) to i = _olk + y2 fnr rorn,, o'r'0.
ljndcr certain assunrptions on r,h. system <:lass l,he closed loop systr:m is robrrst against bounded disturbances. (iti) C(sl" -A)-1B e R(s)-'^ has no zeros in C.1.
Proposition 3.2 shows that, for stabilizable and detectable single input single output systems, condil,ion (3.2) is equivalent to the well-known definition via the transfer function.
A relationship between multivariable minimum phase systems and positive real systems has been investigated in Owens cl a/. (1987) .
lf det(C B) I 0 then the statc space can be decomposed into the direct sum iR" = imB # ker(,-and this leads to the following convenient decomposition of the system (3.1). Lruu Consid<:r a rninimum phast: syst,t:rn of t,he form (i3.1) satisfying det(CR) 10. Then it is possible to choose 1i € lI{-x* suc.h that o(CBIi) C C+. If the fecdback law'u(l)kliu(t) is applicd to (li.l) t,hen for,t largc t:nough, i.e. high gain, the closcd-loop system is stabk:. 'l'his follows from ,.f ,lr At+t'('Bt\-,4, 1 n" | _ A3 ^r ,r,, l = det(M -.4r * kCllli)d€l [()1 -.,1r)-.'1r()1 -,1t r kCBI{)-tAr).
Thus, in t,ht: lirrrit, wr: obtain ,t:'-:" (.,1-kBIt'(,)olrj o(-kCBIi)Jo(Aa)
In tht';rclapt,ive situation ,t will bc tinrc varying. However the previous intuition Ibr the stability of the syslcrrr remains valid and we havt: l,he so called high eain lemrna.
LEntr"t ..r. 3.4. Suppose *(.) :[0,l') -]ür, l/ < cx', is an unbounded nonde.creasinq p icr:tutist: cort,l'tn,u otLs fun.cl ion an d, Lemrna 3.4 has been stated independently by Märtensson (1986, lggz) and by Ilchrnann et al. (1987) . However both proofs are incomplete. Schmid (lggl) pointed out that, without assumption (ii), the claim of the lemma does not hold true in general. The proof in Ilchmann et al. (rg87) goes through if (ii) is added.
If the system (3.1) fulfils o(CB) C C+, then D = BC obviouslysarisfies (i) and (ii), and the minimum phase condition implies (iii).
Another important consequence of the minimum phase property is the following inequality which relates the input and the output of the system only. where -F:lR-lR. is a polynomial such that l'()) ) F0 ) 0 for all ) € lR.
T'hat the feedback law z(t) : -k(t)y(t) together with an appropriate adaptation law leads to a universal adaptive stabilizer for the class (3.5) has been shown for aat rn = L and ,t(t) = llg(t)ll, by Willenrs and Byrnes (19g4) m ) 1 and ß(t) = lly(r)l12 by Byrnes anrl Willems (1984) rn) I and ß(l):ally(t)ll2 + t|ll"(t)llz,rr ) 0,0> 0 by Märrensson (1986) rn) 1, k(t) sarisfying (:t.9)_(3.11) forp _ 2 by Owens et at. (1987). owens (1991) has proved that, the wilrems-Byrnes controller is arso applicable to a certain class of singular systems. Ioannou (1986) considcred systems belonging to (3.12) which are coupled with a 'parasitic slow' linear system. He showed that under certain assumptions the Willems Byrnes controller (2.9) is a universal adaptive stabilizer if the initial state of the unknown system lies in a certain bounded region.
An alternative approach to Nussbaum's switching strategy makes use of the following switching decision function which determines the switching ti;res 0 = lo ( tr ( ... of the switching function N:iR1 * {-1,*1} in the following way. Consider the swrlchrng dectston funclron d (.) .).).)
with ß -A2.fi {),};e n is a strictly increasing, unbounded sequence of real, positive numbers or 'thresholds', then l/(l) is defined by the following algorithm: using the ide:rs prescnted in Ilchmann and owens (lggl), thr: Ibllowing theorem can be shown. Notc that the switching pararneter 1/(A) is adjusted in finite time and that it is in the hand of the designer to choose an appropriate sequence of th resholds.
T'ntonnu 3.10. Täe controlle.r.
, is a uniuersal adaptiue stabilrzer for the class (3 12). Moreouer, d(t) has a finite timit {-as |-lut, and the swrtchtng functton 'Y(t) swttches only a finite number of times tt,t2,. . .,ty, so that l/(r) is conslanl for t ) ty.
3./. det(CB) l0
If it is only known that the systenr has an invert,ible high frequency gain but the spectrrrm is mixed, i.e. det(CB) f 0, then the construction of a universal adaptive stabilizer is based on the following result from linear algebra proved by Märtensson ( 3 18) ( 3 1e) is a switching function driven by ft (l) so that lis(,t(r)) cycles thro'gh the spectrum unrnixing set {Är,.. .,1{ry} and {q};61 is a nronotone increasing sequence of switching points which satisfy ,
The switching sequence necessarily fulfils liml* a ri = oo . The class of switching sequences satisfying (3.19) is more restrictive than in the single-input single-output ca^se, since for the sequence r; ..= i2 (3.1g) does not hold true. Iloweve,r, r;a1 ..= f and 411 '.= ri * exp{f2} satisfy (3.19).
Under the above assumptions, the following result is available.
THE,oRoN4 !1.I2. The feedback and adaptation lau u(t) : ß(l)K5151,);e(t), ß(r) = lly(r)llo, ß(0) e R ( 3.21) is a uniuersal adaptzue stabilizer for the class of mullivarzable minimum phase sgslems of the form (3.1) which satisfy det(CB) 10.
The intuition behind this control strategy is similar to Nussbaum's idea. If the 'correct' /i; is hit, the gain is large enough, and the time interval until the next possible switch is long enough (which is ensured by condition (3.19)), then the system settles down and no more switchings occur. This result was claimed by Byrnes and Willems (198a) and by Märtensson (1986). However, both proofs are incomplete, a correct proof is given in Ilchmann and Logemann (1991).
Eryonenlial slabzlizalton
For first-order systems it has been shown, in Section 2, that the trajectory u (.) of the closed-loop adaptive control system (2.5) decays exponentially to zero. It also follows that the t,errninal system defined by z (t) 
is exponentially stable. This was not shown for higher-order systems, where only asymptotic decay to zero was proved. Note that we did not show that the lerminal sqslem
is exponentially stable, but only that each trajectory of the closed-loop system tends to zero asymptotically. Counterexamples where (3.21) is unstable can easily be constmcted. However, computer simulations have shown that the controller (3.13) produces in most cases an exponentially stable terminal system. But, to the author's knowledge, it is still an open problem if generically, with respect to the initial conditions r(0) € R',fr(0) € R, the terminal system produced by the universal adaptive controller (3.13) is exponentially stable.
To overconte t,he lack of exponential decay, it is possible either to strengthen the minimum phase assumption on the system class or to introduce additional dynamics int,o the adapt,ation law.
If (/,0,c) is in the class (2.3), then for cu ) 0 sufficiently small (,4 *uln,b,c) belongs also to (2.3). If the adaptation rnechanism is chosen to ensure that r. (.) is an asymptotically stable (and hence bounded) solution of the closed-loop system 99tr then the solution of j,-(r) = l(A + ut")fr(r)örl z.(r)
( 3.23) ( 3 24) given by r(t) = e-''x, (t) , must be of exponential decay. Examples of such adaptation mechanisms are the so-called 'exponentially weighted' controllers k(t) = /t0 + Ji"tä t'" lls(") | l, see owens el nl ' ( 1987) k(l) : ""llv(t)ll'' see Logemann (1990) which consequently yield the desired stabilization result. However, it does require knowledge of a suitable value of r..,.
. 1.1()) In order to apply the strategy explained above, one possibility is (see Logemann (1990) ) to strengthen the minimumphase condition defining the system class x to satisfy 0", [
for some known cu > 0 Another possibility is to consider schemes that adaptively find a suitable value for c..' on-line. This idea was introduced for a special control iaw in Ilchmann and Owens (1990) , where it has been shown that exponential stabilization can be achieved by choosing cu adaptively using the control scheme defined by f 1r; : e2a(t)tlly(r)ll', ß(0) > -1, ,(r.
f I for ' € [0, ä) /:l r++T for t>h (3.26 ) where h ) 0 is arbitrary. The idea behind this is the knowledge ttrat, for some 0r* > 0, the adaptive control law &(l) : exp(2ar*r)lly(t)ll'willexponentiallystabilize the system. Thus, as long as c ..,(l) is too large, r(l) will increase and the gain grows whence r..,(l) becomes smaller. Eventually c,r(t) is small enough to guarantee convergence of ,t (t) . Now it follows from (3.25) that u,,(t) converges itself.
In fact, the example (3.25) can be extended since we only use that qr :lR1+R* is a continuously differentiable function which satisfies the conditions "(k)
is non-increasing in ß € R+ l "(k) lim6-*"u(k) = 0 ) 'I'his puts us into a position to prove a more general result.
TstoRr;nt 3.73. Suppose 1/(.) is a Nussbaurn gain,. Then the feedback law u(l)l/(A(r))y (l) (respectzuely, u(l) = -ssn(CB)y(t)) and lhe adaptation law
is a uniuersal adaptiue stabilizer for the class (2.1) (respectiuelg, (3.5)), uthich produces an erponenlially decaging solulion of the closed-loop sgslem.
A proof is given in Ilchmann and Owens (1990) . A version for the non differential gain adaptation using the switching decision function (3.1a) is presented in Ilchmann and Owens (1991, 1991a) . If ß(l) in Theorem 3.12 is substituted by (3.25), then exponential decay of the solution of the closed-loop system holds true. This has becn proved by Ilchmann and Logemann (1991) . lJnfortunately, all contributions described in this subsection have the disadvant,age that the gain adaptation yk is achieved by an unbounded function. Por a rnore satisfying approach see Sectioir 5.1. äl 3.6. Tracktng In this section, we consider the tracking problem for the following class of multiinput, multi output, linear, minimum phase systems and the class of reference signals !,"y :: {a,"y €C-(R,R-)l o( frlr,"r(r) :0}
( 3.29) where a(s) e R[s] is a monic polonomial with zeros in C1 only. Note that 0 € !,"J, therefore it is not relevant to consider the case that a(s) has zeros in C-since the corresponding modes are decaying exponentially.
One possibility of handling this problem is to make use of the internal model principle, that is, a reduplicated model of the dynamic reference signals is incorporated as a precornpensator in the feedback loop, see Wonham (1979) Then the input output behaviour a e y of the series interconnection formed by (3.27) and (3.29) is described by
where In order to rewrite this as a stabilization problem, the following two lemmata are needed. 
'l'his -yiclrls tlrc lollowirrg tlreorcnr. 'l'IJI, ; otu, , l\, t :1.16 If r:"(l))t(0)-t(0). (3.33)
?r(1) -/(Ä. (t) . y(t)), fr(t) = c(#(r), y(r)). tl(Q) e tR t.t e un,tr(r'sel adaplit,t stabili:er for the class (.1 Tao and loannou (1991) is not based on a conversion to an ad stabilization problem.
Robustness
Robustness for the adaptive controllers surveyed in the previous consiclered for state and input nonlinearities entering a system in the following form r)J v sections has been belonging to (3.1) ;(l) = Ar(t) + eQ, x(t))+ d(r) + alu(t) + \r (t, r(t)) +rt2ft, r(t)) + a3(1, r(l), u(l))l u(t) = Cr (t) and also for sector-bounded input and output nonlinearities ( and ( so that the real input z can enter the system via u(l) = €(r, t (t) ) and the reai output measurement is given bV y(t) : ((l, g(l) ). All nonlinear functions are appropriately defined in order to ensure uniqueness and no finite escape time, we omit details for brevity. The term p(t,r) represents time varying state depending perturbations which are assumed to be of sulficinetly smallfinite gain, thus proving well posedness. d(l) represents an arbitrary tro(0, oo) function. The time-varying input perturbation are of bounded growth or can be unbounded if they are of 'correct'sign. More precisely, the following results have bcen achieved.
flelmke and Prätzel Wolters (1988) showed that the Willems-tsyrnes controller (2.9) for ff(fr) : -sgn(cb) is a universal adaptive stabilizer if for all (C, r) € lR2 we nave W(t,r)15 el"l for some (unknown) ,p > 0 (3.37) and d(l) is an .Ln(0, oo) function.
An improvement of the local behaviour of the controller (2.9) is case of known high frequency gain is achieved by Cabrera and Furuta (1989) who modify the adaptation law in (2.9) to ,t = -o k -t y2 for sorne o ) 0. lInder certain assumptions on the system class the closed loop system is robust against bounded disturbances.
Theorem 3.7 holds true for multivariable systems if for all (t, r, u) € IR x IR'x Rand some (unknown) ,ir,it,iz,?s > 0 we have llp(t, ")ll < Pll"ll, Q sufficiently small ll'r' (t,r;1lS I"euer and Morst: (1978) introduced an adapt,ive stabilizer for singlc input single output systerrrs satislying the assunrptions (Al) (Aa).
'l'his has been, to the au* thor's knowlcdge, the first proof of the global stability behaviour of arr adaptive controllt:r. The cont,roller is rrot based on:rrry identificat,ion algorithnr and does not rtsc a sttfficicntly rich probing signai: howevt:r, it, uses a full state observcr controller anci is cornplicated in naturt:. Its dinrension grows rapidly with incrcasing relative degree of the systems allowed in thr: systenr cl:rss. Feuer and Morse (1978) also solved t,hr: adapt,ive niod<:l reference (rcspectively, t,racking) problcm for the systenr class satisfying (A1) (A4), the class of referencr: signals produced by reference nrodels consisting of cont,rollablc and obsr:rvable systt-'rns of the fornr (A,,b,,c"), whert:
A, is exp<-rnent,ially stable and the relative degree of lhe transfer function has to be great,er or c<1ual to t,he reiativc degree of thr: process transfcr function, and with piccewise constant and bounded input signals.
This r:ontrollr:r has been simplified by Morse (1980) , and Morse (1g84) could remove t,he known sign assurnption (Al) by making use ol'a switching function as introduced by Nussbaurn (1983), cf. Section 2. l'he sarne class of reference models and reft:rence signals is considcred. Robust,ness has not bt:en investigated. However, the relativr: degree is oniy allowed to be 1 or 2 and has to be known.
These result,s have been generalized to relativt: degree I or 2 systems, where the degree is unknown, in Morse (1987), see also Morse (1988a) . The rnodel reference adaptivtr control problem has been solved for a certain class of reference models, however an upper bound on the state dinrension of the system has to be known.
Exlcnsions of these results for the case where the systems is of arbitrary but known relative degree n*, the reference model has relative degree n* _ r, are presented in Mudgett and Morse (1985) .
However, all controllers in the above references are still based on the one presented in Morse (1980) and thus complicated in nature.
An alternative stabilizer which is valid for single input single output systems satisfying (A1)-(A4) has been introduced by Narendra et al . (1980) , however it is not simpler.
/.2. Non-obseruer-based slabih,zahon and lracking
Before we survey some results on minimum phase systems of relative degree p > 2, we try to give an intuition for the design of an adaptive stabilizer.
Consider the class of single input single output, minimumphase, relative degree 2 systems with positive high frequency gain, i.e. systems of the form
It is well known that there exist two dimensional controllable and observable minimum phase systems of relative degree 2, which cannot be stabilized by feedback of tlre form u = -kA, see Example 6. 2.1 in Sontag (1990) . However, if feedback of ttre derivative of the output is allowed, then the closed loop system is of relative degree l and standard techniques can be applied. This is demonstrated in the following proposition, which is not available in the literature. (4.1 1) where we made use of the substitution ft(s) = 1t. If k(t) is unbounded, the right hand side of (4.11) becomes negative, hence producing a contradiction. The remainder of the proof uses similar arguments as in Theorem 3. 6. rr Byrnes and Isidori (1986) gave a different (and incomplete) proof of Theorem 4.2.
For higher relative degree minimum phase systems, the intuition arises from the non-'adaptive case as well. It is shown in Märtensson (1986) Then the problem is to determine a suitable adaptive controller in the time domain. Note that the transformation from (4.7) to (a.8) is meaningless if ß (.) is depending on f . However, the Lyapunov function candidate sometimes gives a hint for the correct t,ime-domain realization.
A very early contribution to solve a certain adaptive tracking problem was made by Mareels (1984) . He considers the following class of single input single output systems with arbitrary but known relative degree, known sign of the high frequency gain, and known upper bound for its magnitude.
=cAp-2b=0, 0<cAp-rb<go ) ta.tal (A,b,c) € ll{nx"' x lR'x lR.lx"', n is unknow:n, p,go are known J As opposed to the approaches mentioncd in Section 4.1, Mareels'controller does not use a state observer, instead it is relatively simple and uses ideas partially presented above. His approach is based on the high-gain properties of the system class. For the sake of simplicity we consider systems of relative degree 2. The following lemma is basic for the construction of the adaptive stabilizer. An extension to arbitrary but known relative degree p > 1 is straightforward. It is;rlso shown by Mareels (1984) that the tracking problem for the class (3.35) can be solved, this is done in the same way as presented in Section 3. 6. Morse (1988) has shown that the willems-Byrnes controller (2.9) with l/(ß) : 1 also works for the class of single-input single output, minimum phase systems of relative degree 2 with positive damping rate and positive high frequency gain, i.e. the transfer function slG'+ os * ö) satisfies 9 > 0,o ) 0. This result has been extended by Corless (1988 Corless ( , 1991 as follows. logether with the adaplalion law
is a uniuersal adaptiue stabzlzzer for the class (/.18).
By increasing the dimension of the compensator by one, Morse (1987a) generalized Theorern 4.6 to the class of relative degree 3 systems.
To relax the known sign condition in the class (4.18), Morse (1985) To get an intuition for this controller, consider the fact that the output feedback compensator /v(llkll)kq(s + )) y(s)=;-iffi,f') U-24) yields closed loop stability for a suitable constant fry, &e € R. Mudgett and Morse (1989) introduced an alternative stabilizer to that given by Mareels (1984) for the class (4.14) and p -2.
Tracking wilhtn a ball
Miller and Davison (199i) considered a modification of the usual adaptive tracking problem. Instead of forcing the error between the plant output and the reference signal asymptotically to zero, it is desired to force the error to be less than an arbitrarily small prespecified constant after an arbitrarily short prespecified period of time with an arbitrarily short upper bound on the overshoot. More precisely they have studied the following problem. Let 'l'ht: control strategy is based on a gain adaptatiorr which prodlces piect:wist:
cottstant gains A(l). Thus it is diffcrent to most of'tht: prcceding rpsults, olly similar irt nattrre to tht: results given in Section 11.4. 'fhe aclvantage of a switching type corrtrollcr which switches between constant gains is t,hat lhe analysis on a1 intr:rval wht:lre t,he leeclba<:k is constanl, is rclatively simple (because one analyses a linear tirne-invariant systenr): it has to be cnsured t,hat 1,he intervals betweren the switching times are long cnough in order to give the systerrr tirle to settle clown.
l''irst assurne that, (4.25) is restrictecl to thc class of relativc eegree p sysr,ems. Khalil and Saberi (1987) Observe that u can be constructed from e and o without differentiation.
Since it is assumed that the relative degree of (A, ö, c) is p, it can be shown that there exists a clever coordinate transformation so that the closed loop svstem (4.25), (4.27) can be rewritten as :i(r) : Az(t) + (A + ty-t6r(t) * tu1 (t) , y(l) = c.z(t) + w2 (t) .
( 4.28) Since (4.28) is minimum phase and of relative degree one, it is possible to use the convenient form given in (3.3). This enables us to obtain tedious estimates of the solution of the closed loop system (a.28) and t,o prove the following theorem.
TneoRpr,t 4.9. Suppose e,6,7 ) 0. Lel k(t) depend on lime and be giuen by
fo, le [l;,1;11) whe.re the sequence of switchtng limes is dete,rmined in luo phases: (t) In Phase (i) the error is forced to stay within the prespecified amount of overshoot and to become smaller than ]e by using the high-gain properties. T'he so-called 'tuning function' (-i)" in (4.29) can lp leplaced by a simpler function depending on the relative degree p. For example, *(l) = (-3)' will work for the relative degree 1 case. Miller and Davison (1991) have also introduced a modification of the controller which can cope with additive noise d(.) € PCL in the output. Necessity of the minimum phase condition is also proved.
Rsuanx 4.10. Theorem 4.9 can be extended to the class (4.25), that is neither knowing the precise relative degree nor an upper bound of the relative degree, by searching the controller dimension according to Märtensson (1985) .'The switching times have to be modified so that it is ensured that the feedback law (4.27) cycles in an appropriate way through different compensators according to the dimensions 
Non minirnum phase systerns
In Section 5.1, we present the famous result by Märtensson (198b, 1g86) who introduced an adaptive stabilizer for all systems for whictr the order of a stabilizing compensator is known. This approach has been improved by Miller and Davison (1987 in order to show certain robustness properties resp. exponential Lyapunov stabilization. In Section 5.2 we show how these stabilizers together with an appropriate internal model can be used to design adaptive tracking controllers solving the servomechanism problem. The results of Miller and Davison (1987 . 1991b are presented.
Most of the adaptive controllers introduced in the previous sections were smoolh in the sense that the right hand side of the adaption law & = sG,ü and of the feedback law u = f(k,a) depends smoothly on its arguments. The controllers presented in this section are mostly discontinuous since the feedback law consists of a switching gain type controller, that means the feedback gain switches at discrete points of time and between these points ß is held constant. Therefore, the resulting closed-loop system is a coupling of a piecewise time-invariant linear system and a nonlinear scalar equation: this simplifies the analysis to some extent. This approach is more successful than the'smooth approach'in the sense that many results have first bcen shown by using discontinuous feedback controllers. Although in a second step the discontinuities can be smoothed out, cf. Märtensson (1986), Section 4.4, and Millcr (1991) , the control strategy is essentially discontinuous. (1985) has introduced an adaptive stabilizer for the following large class of linear systems where it is only assumed that there exists a dynamic stabilizing compensator of fixed order / € N.
. Stabilzzation

Märtensson
Let / € N and <ienote by 51 the set of all systems i(t) = Ar(t) + Bu(t), a(t) : cz(t), u (0) e rR." ( 5 1) Märtensson pointed out that the assumption on the existence of a d,ynamic feedback compensator is not crucial as is demonstrated in the following lemma. we do not present Märtensson's (1985) original proof, that the knowledge of the order of a stabilizing cont,roller is sufficient to design a universal adaptive stabilizer, the proof conl,ains sonre gaps. 'I'he following version can be found in Logenrann and Märtensson f 1990). The result shows f'easability rather t,han the svstem class is available, then this transient behaviour and to sirrrplify the Suppose S C öj, set (5.1), and K = {1{;},e rs C IR(m+r)x(p*t) is a set of r:onlrolle,s associaled unth (5.,1) so thal for euery (A,R,C) e S there erisls a Ii, e K whzc.h asymplolically slabtltzes (5.5). Then th,e. con.lrollt'r ü(r) : ri,(kQDü(t), L1t1= llt(r)ll, + llr(r)llr, k(0) e rR (5 8) is a unit:ersal adaptzue st,abilizer for |,he c/ass S.
Proof. (Sket,ch) By (5.E) A'(l) is monotonically increasing. lt o(k(t;)) = o(ri) = ri6 hits a stabilizing feedback matrix 1{;o thcn either the closed loop system stabilizes out on the time interval [rt,ri) so that lirrl*k(t) < rl and no rnore switching occursr or it switches attcl goes unstable. But then condition (5.6) ensures that a(k) will hit the sarne 1{;n again at a later swit,ching point ri ) 4. Because ol (5.7) the system will stav const,ant for a longer pr:riod. Ilventually the syst,em has enough 3,'r0 A. II,C]IIMANN ltr,vanx,'r.iJ.
(i) I,'or a nrore gencral versicin of 'I'heorern 5.2 see Section 6.
(ii) lt can be shown, see Lemma4 in l,ogernann and Märtensson (1990) Urrclc:r the additional hypothesis that a compaclsubset of thc class or ryrt"-, (s.ll is consiclcrecl, l'u and Barmish (1986) introduce an adaptivc controller based on a piecewise constant switching strategy and providing Lyapunov stability and exponential decay of the solution.
An alternative control stategy to that presented in Thtnrem 5. is a uniuersal adaptiue slabilizer for lhe class (5.9) under the add,itional assumplion lhat ll is known that there. erists an lth order stabilizing compensator of the form (5 ,l)
Proof. (Sketch) since im ä is dense in 1p(m*r)x(m+p),he) will hit a stabilizing gain. If the decay rate -d-t in (5.12) is not slow enough, and/or the magnitudeoi llt(l)ll is too big, ttren a switching will occur. However, there is a time li ) l; so that ir(j) is close to ä(i) with smaller decay rate and greater bound 1, anct finally (5.12) must be satisfied and no switching occurs any more. Then itc-" u" p.o.,r"ä that /im1*-c(t) = 0 and r(.) is bounded. E Ronr,q.nx 5.6. (i) It is possible to modify the controller so that it becomes an adaptive stabilizer for the class of stabilizable and detectable systems, without the knowledge of the order of a stabilizing compensator. This can be achieved by an appropriate search of the controller dimension, cf. Miller and Davison (lggg).
(ii) If it is known that a correct 1{;o lies in an open set S C p(m*r)x(m1r), then ä can be replaced by some Ä:N+S so that Ä(w)ti", dense in,S.
(iii) Thecontroller(5.14) canbemodifiedsothatittoleratesboundeddisrurbances -r(') € co in the output and bounded and Lebesque measurable tr2 (.) in the input entering the system as in (1.1) . The result is then that the signals r (.) and r (.) are bounded, only.
An important modification of the controller has been made by Miller and Ouuirol (1989a) . There the controller not only ensures exponential decay of the solution but also Lyapunov stability, that means for every (A, B,c) belonging to (5.1) there exists c,,r, M > 0 not depending on the initial data so that the closed loop system satisfies (5.17). The controller does not have the shortcoming that the map a * k is unbounded, cf. Section 3.5, or requires a compactness assumption as in Fu and Barmish (1986) . Proof. (Sketch) Thc proof is rnainly based on the fact that if the closed loop systr:nr is exponcntially stable, thcn 6(l) decays exponentially. (ir.)pe-D't is a parametrizeti family of decaying exponentials increa^sing in absolute value and der:rt:asing irr decay rate as i gets larger. Assume that the closed loop systern is exponentially stable. If i! is not big enough or B' is rrot small enough then 6(t) may not lie below (i!)pe -ii'1. In this case the switching procedure continues and comes back to a nearby fcedback tnalrix, but now the bound i! is largcr ancl the decay rate -tJ' i" snraller. 'l'hus eventually ö(l) stays below this exponcntial curve. tr
'frack'ing and lhe seructmechanism problern
A first <:ontribution to the adaptive tracking problem for non -minimum phase systems has been rnade by Märtensson (1988) . He pointed out that adaptive tracking of conslanl reference signals can be achieved for a given cla^ss of multivariable systenrs if a universal adaptive stabilizer is known and the class is invariant under precompensation by an integrator. Miller and Davison (1991b) have shown how to irnplement an internal model so t,hat an adaptive stabilizer results in an adaptive tracking controller. This approach can b<: extended to non ntinimum phase systems as well. 'fhe following different class of systems, note that ,4 is stable, has been considered by Miller and Davison (1987, For this class, a so called 'low gain controller'is designed which solves the servornechanism problem for constant reference and disturbance signals. The switching strategy is similar to that used in Theorem 5.5. More importantly. Miller and Davi son (1991c) have proved that the controller can be modified to achieve the same rt-'sult under the additional constraint that the spac. [I of input signals consists of bounded functions and that grel and ur satisfy a feasibility assumption in terms of (.4. B. ('. l). L't. l-.' 2) and r he bounds of 7.
Nccessary and sufficient conditions
I)yrnes et al . (1986) proved that if asymptoticstabilization can be achieved in an adaptivc context, then Lyapunov stability can be achieved by a linear compensation il the system parameters are known. More precisely they proved the followinq necessary condition of universal adaptive stabilization. then the poles af each system belonging 1o E can be plared tnC -by some linear compensalor of order l.
A sharpened version of this theorem which guarantees pole placement in C-is not available. Immediate consequences of Theorem 6.1 is the following corollary.
CoRor,r,.q. Rv 62. (z) There is no uniuersal adaplrue slabrlrzer of lhe form (6.1) of ang order I for the class of slabtlizable and deleclable m-input, p output linear syslems.
(ii) There is no uniuersal adaptiue slabilizer ofthe form (6.1) forlhe class of singleinput st,ngle oulput minimum phase sgslems.
The following result by Märtensson (1985) , (1986) shows that the order of any linear time invariant stabilizing regulator is a sufficient information in order to carry out adaptive stabilization. This result is also an'almost converse'of Theorem 6.1. Märtensson (1985) also proved that 'lheorem 6.1 is no longer valid if the smoothness assumptions on / and g are dropped. By incorporating an appropriate search over the dimension of the controller into the adaptation mechanism, he obtains the following general result. Ne-'ccssary conditions for the adaptive rrrodel reference control problem are given in Millr:r and l)avison (1991a). Therr:, the model refcrence problenr coincides with t,lte adaptive t,racking problem for the class of reference signals which are produced b,v I he output of a refercnce modcl exit,ed by pieccwise cont,inuous boun{ed inputs. 'l'ht:y <:onsi<ler the class of plants giverr by r(t) -,4-r(r)1 bu(t), y(t)cr(r), z(0) e 11t" L^ ..
(A,b,c) € rDrrxn x iR" x IRlx' is stabilizable and cletcctable / (o 4l ancl 1,hr: class o1'referr:nce models (A^,bn,,c-) which also belongs to (6.a) and satisfy thr: additional assumption that ,4,, is stable.
!'irst, Miller and Davison (1991) show the following necessary and sufficient <:orrdil,ion <rn thc non adapliue modcl reference control problem. In Rohrs el a/. (1982, 1985) it is shown that many adaptive controllers will go unstable if the plant has some unmodelled high-frequency dynamics and a relative dcgree rnismatch occurs.
'I'his is not surprising in the light of the following proposit,iorr, shown in Miller and l)avison (19gla).
PRopostL'toN 6.7. Ne.cessaru conditions for soluabtlity of the adapttue mod,el refer_ ence conlrol problem for the class (6.1) are:
(t) A Jinrte upper bound on lhe relarire degree of all sysrems in (6.1) musr be known.
(ti) The zeros of the uncertain planr on the imagmarg arts musl lie in a known finzte set.
(tzt) 'fhe rnodel reference inpul is knoun or if not then the zeros of lhe uncerlain planl in C.,, musl lie in a known f,nr.te set.
Irrfinite dirrrensional systerns
The following results on universal controllers of infinite dimensional linear systems generalize rcsults which have been known before for finite dimensional systems. Therefore these corrtributions can be viewed as robustness results showing that ccrtain adaptive controllers which work for finite dimensional systems are tobust against certain infinite dimensional perturbations.
Most approaches use the well-known Willems Byrnes controller u = N(k)ky, k: llyll'
where N is a Nussbaurn function, see (2.10).
Logemann and Zwart (1991) ( 7 1) Under these assumptions they have shown that the Willems Byrnes result carries over to infinite-dimensional systems.
TncoRprvr 7.I . Lel 1ü:R --llt öe a Nussbaum funclion, see (2.10). 'fhen u(t) --,v(k(r))fr(r)y(t), k(t) = y(t)z , k(0) € IR ( 7.2) is a uniuersal adapttue stabilizer for lhe class (7.1).
Analogous results are proved for different system classes where the last assumption in (7.1) is replaced by one of the following conditions inr ö C D(A') im c* C D(A-') im ö C D(,4) and ,4 generates an analytic semigroup -' im c* C D(A-) and Ä generates an analytic semigroup llnder much more restrictive assumptions (X a Hilbert space, A selfadjoint and has a complete orthogonal system of eigenvectors and generates an analytic semigroup) on the class (7.1), Theorem 7.1 has been proved by Kobayashi (1987) . However he considers multi'-input multi output systems but with the assumption that o(CB) is either lying in the right or left half plane .. Dahleh and Hopkins (1986) show that u= N(k)ky, k = y'is a universal adaptive stabilizer for the class of single-input single-output 'minimum phase' delay systems satisfying a high frequency condition which generalizes the frequency domain relative deqree I condition. This result has been extended to a considerable larger class of systems, feedback laws and gain aclaptation rnechanisms by Logernann and owens (1988a), and to relative degrec 2 systems by l)ahreh (rggg). Llyrnes (1987) considers infinite-dimensional linear systenrs with boundeil infinit,t:sinral gcnerator Ä, ther.by cxcluding 'all' interest,ing examples. Dahieir (1988) considers the adaptive stabilization p-bl"rn for a class of delay systcms which is so restrictive, that intr:resting cases are not incluled. .rhis has been pointed out by Logemann and Märtcnsson (lg9l), Sect,ion 3.
Logernann and owens (1988) developed an inpur otLrpul theory of high-gain adaptive stabilization of infinite climensional systems which covers in particular rt:tartr:d systems and Volterra integrodifferential systenrs. A rich class of aäaptation controllers which includes the Willems Byrnes controller is applied to a large class of infinite-dimensional systems which satisfy a generalized minimum phase and relatil'e degree one condition. Mernoryless actuator and scnsor nonlinearities are also cotlsidered in this approach, and a larger class of nonlinearities is allowed in Log.mann (1990) . Due to the large class of nonlinearitics in t,he input and output lying either in a positive or negative sector, the usual Nussbaum function is restricted to the class of scaling inuarianl Nussbaum functions. T'he results by Loge*rann and owens (1988) inclucle the results by Dahleh and Hopkins (l9g6j, Kobavashi (1987) , Bvrnes (1989), Dahleh (19gg) . In l,ogemann (1990) an aäaptive stabilizer for retarded systcms is introcluced which ensures erpoi"nlto/ decay of the solution of tfrc closecl loop system at the price that the minimum phase condition has to be strerrgthened, see Section 3. 5. Logemann and Märtensson (1990) consider the so calleri Pritchard-salamon class of infinite-dimensional systems with unbounded control and observation and assulnc tliat the systems are exponentially stabilizable and exporrentially rietectable. By using switching function controllers the results by Märt,ensson (tdas), (19g6), see section 5.1, are extended to the infinite dimensional case. .rhe paper'is not based on a high gain corrcept, however an applicatiorr to minimum phase svstems is given.
A corrtribution to the adaptive servomechanism problem for infinite dimensional systerns has been made by Logemann and Ilchmann (1g91). A class of multi input multi output systems in an input output description is considered including retarded and integrodifferential systems which contain the class of finite dimensional minimum phase systems with high frequency gain det(c B) I 0. The paper extends the finite dimensiona[ stabilization results by Märtenss"n irosoy and Byrnes and Willems (1984) to infinite dimensional systems. Moreover the universal adaptive regulator solves the servomechanism problem for a cla^ss of reference signals consisting of solutions of a differential equation and asymptotic rejection of disturbance signals including tr2 functions. The universal regulator uses the internal model principle as discribed in Section 3.6.
Nonlinear systems
Märtensson (1990) considers the universal adaptive stabilization problem for the class of single-input single output first order systems of the form i(t)=/(r(r))+e(r(t))u(t), r(0) €R )-",. "f,e € C-(lR), ./(0) = 0, s@) l0 for all c € R t (Ö r'
A necessary condition for adaptive stabilization is given and two universal adaptive stabilizers are presented. The adaptation and I'eedback law is chosen piecewise C-, instead of a piecewise constant control produced by an algorithmic procedure as presented in Theorem 5.2. Adaptive stabilizers for the class (8.1) are also given by Nikitin and Schmid (1990) . In addition they show exponential decay of the solution.
In Khalil and Saberi (1987) and Saberi and Lin (1990) a class of multi input multi-output nonlinear systems of known strong relative degree p ) 1 is considered. This is a generalization of linear minimum phase systems of relative degree p where the spectrum of the high frequency matrix is known to lie in C.. . The class covers in particular pth order vector differential equations of the form y(t)(p) : f@(t),. . ., u(t1(r-r) ) + M (y(t),. ..,r111b-2)1u(t1 where M is uniformly bounded arrd positive definite and / is Lipschitzian. The adaptive stabilizer consists of a stabilizable and observable realization of a compensator so that the closed loop system is of relative degrec 1, cf. Section 4.1, and a gain adaptation which produces a piecewise constant gain A (.) which is increasing as long as the output does not satisfy a certain convergence criterion. The idea is simiiar to that used for many adaptive stabilizers of linear systems: try a constant high gain feedback, if thc gain is not, high enough a convergence criterion decides to switch to a highcr gain, eventually the closed loop system is stable so that the convergencc criterion is satisfied and no more swit,ching occurs.
ln several contribut,iorrs, E.P. Ryan considers large classes of nonlinear system and introduces controllcrs which are based on 1,he Willems Byrnes controller together with a Nussbaunt function. In Ryan (1990) the following class of nonlinear systems is considered. i(t) : Ar(t) 1/("(t)) * az(t), 2(t) : s@(t), z(t)) + bu(t) (r(0),;(0)) € IR'x JR, o € R", -f € C(lR'.",imo) is linearly bounded (c,alb I 0 for a known c, (A,b,c) € 1R"' x lR.' x R.rx' is rninimum pha^se g € C([i]" x lP.,R)satisfies lS(r,t)l ! lh@,2) for all (r,z) € IR.'x lR, for an unknown B > 0 and known 7 € C(IR" x 1R.,R.1) Nole that, by assurnption, the nonlinear system is a pcrturbation of a I niinimum phase syst,em of rt:lative degree l.
As opposed to all previously discussed feedback strabegies, Ryan (1990) int,rodttccs a universal adaptive feedback stabilizer using disconlinuous l'eedback of r (l) , z(l), essentially a sign function, interpreted as a set valued map.
'Ihus the 359 I I (8 2) inear general framework uses the theory of differential inclusions. The stability results are obtained by using Lyapunov functions and an extension of LaSalle's invariance principle' A similar approach using discontinuous feedback but for a less general class than (8.2) has already been introduced by Ryan (19gg).
In the same spirit, Ryan (1991) introduces a univers.l adaptive stabilizer for the rich class of nonlinear systems modelled by a scalar nth order difierential inclusion of the form o.(")1t.7 + g"(t) € g(z(t),..., z@-r)(t)), (r(0),. .., r(..-1)(0)) € R" ) a -Q(u) is continuous on llL'and takes convex and compacl u.t,r", in n, I a0 + 0 and the full state (r(t),. .., r('-r) (t)) is available for feedback J (8 3) This is an extension of results presented in Ryan (1gg1a). An adaptive stabilizer for an cxtension of r,he class (8.3) and the foilowing class (g.a) to multi input, rnulti output systems is presented in Ryan (lgg1b).
The power of the discontinuous feedback approach is tlemonstrated in Ryan (1992) wtrere he considers the class of nonlinearly-perturbed, multi input, multi output systems of the form r(t) = .4r(t) + B[f (t,r(t) ) + z(r)] + s (t,t(t) ), aft) = Cx(t), r(0) e JR"
(4, B,C) e lR'"' x Rnxm x Rmxn is minimum phase, o(CB) C C_ or g Ca f, g are Carathdodory and satisfy, for a known continuous / and unknown pr ) 0 ll/(r, ")ll < pg(Cr) and lls(t,r)ll < j for alt r and almost all t.
It is shown that the simple adaptive controller (suitably interpreted) y(r) = N(k(r))[r](r) + (1 + d(s/(r))lle(r)ll-'r(r)1, e(t) = s(t)e,"ru) l(^ -, k(r) : ll.(t)ll'+ (r + S@ft))lle(t)ll / ( 8 5) where 1/(') is a Nussbaum function, is a universal adaptive tracking controller for the class (8.4) and for each reference signal y"uy(r) which is absolutely continuous on compact int,ervals and has essentially bounded derivative. surprisingly this ap_ proach is not based on the internal moclel principle ancl the class of r"f"r"n." ,ig.,.I, is fairly rich.
Conclusion
Over the last 15 years ntuch progress has been nrade in the field of'non-identifierbased adaptive control. Necessary con<litions have been given for the existence of aclaptive <:ontroller,s,and various adaptive controllt:rs have been designed for clifferent classes of mainly finite dimensional linear systems and also some nonlinear arrd irrfinite dimensional systems. The nonlinear structure of the controllers has become simpler.
we have also seen t,hat, roughly speaking, the adaptive controllers can be divided into two classes, one which uses smooth feedback and adaptation laws, the other I I (84) ADAP'|IVE OON'I'ROL -A SURVEY 36I where the gain in the fereclback law is t,uned in a piecewise constant manner.
'fhe first approach is more'elegant'in a mathernatical way, the latter one is quite often easier t,o analyse. 'I'hert: is tro obviorrs foason t,o give preference to one approach ovcr the other. Adaptive cont,rol for finit,e dinrensional linear systems is quite well understood, many universal adaptive corrtroll<,:rs having bcen prcsented for different classes of systcrns (rnult,i-input multi-output,, minimum phase as well as non-nrinimum Jihase, krrown or rrnknown relativc degrce) t,hat, not, only solve the stabilization problenr but. also solve ttre tracking ancl servonrechanisnr problems. R.obustness propertics have bcen addrr:ssed in rnosl cases. 'Ihe extension of tht se results to infinit,e dimensiorr;rl syst,cnrs is mainly restricted to the st,abilization proirlern, rrecessary conditions for the adaptivc stabilization probl<:rn arr-'not, availablt'. A<l;rpl,ivc conl,rol for nonlinear systems is still in its begirrnings. Most authors consicler nonlinearly perturbed linear ntitimurn phase systems.
One short,corrrirrg ol nrany universal adapl,ivt: cont,roll<:rs is t.hat they show only feasibility, with perfornrance of the nonlinear closed loop systcrrr being unpredictable and dependent, in an erratic way, on t,he initial data. 'lhe design of controllcrs so that, the t,ransient bt:haviorrr is improved has only st,arted, and the prediction of the transient behaviour in terms of the initial conditions is an open problr:rn. [,-or examplc, simulations have shown tha. t t,he t,erminal system (3.21 ) is in most cascs expon<:ntially st,abl<:. Is thcrc a genr:ric propcrt,y hidden br:hind this observatiorr'i There is also a poor understanding how thc design of tht: <:ontroller can take into accorint, inputs and outputs corrupted with noist. NIore inrport;rnl,ly, whal, can be achieved, if the class of input signals is constrained?
F irially, a conrparison bet,ween non identifier ancl iclc'ntifier basc<l adaptivr-l control nt:<'ds furt hcr invcst igat ion. 
